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Executive Summary 
New Zealand’s healthcare system is rapidly becoming more integrated across primary, 

community and secondary settings through arrangements such as alliances, the 

Integrated Performance and Incentive Framework, use of shared care records and other 

initiatives. As such, it‘s becoming increasingly important for organisations providing and 

using health information technology to work closely and collaboratively, both at local and 

national levels.  

Medtech has actively participated in developing and implementing integrated solutions 

in partnership with its clients and stakeholders over the last few years. Medtech firmly 

intends to establish itself as an integral part of emerging solutions that will make healthcare 

service providers more effective and efficient, while empowering every New Zealander to 

make better informed health choices.  

Medtech is committed to achieving these objectives by:  

1. Significantly ramping up investment in the development of systems and products using 

state-of-the-art technologies that are more flexible, adaptable and robust.  

2. Implementing a standards based approach within our design framework to create 

systems that are interoperable and relatively easy to integrate. 

3. Actively working with clients and decision makers to participate in the design, 

development and implementation of products and services that enable an integrated 

health information system. 

State of the art products: 

The variability of information systems used within primary care is far more diverse than in 

hospital settings. In addition, the technology platforms are rapidly evolving, including the 

increasing role of cloud based and mobile applications. Therefore Medtech has 

developed a highly flexible and robust modern technology framework that addresses 

some of the issues associated with legacy systems. The new framework leverages updated 

Microsoft technologies to offer highly flexible and adaptable solutions that facilitate 

integration, such as Medtech Evolution®, ManageMyHealth®, and ConnectedCare®. 

Standards based approach: 

The use of standards enable sharing of information between systems to make them 

interoperable and help achieve integration. Medtech’s suite of products offers 

interoperability by use of standard vocabulary, document structure, messaging standards 

and shared databases. The technical details of Medtech’s interoperability and integration 

capability are described in sections 3-6.  

Working with stakeholders: 

Medtech has a well-defined process for working with clients and enabling integration. Our 

team of business analysts, solution designers, system architects, clinical informatics experts 

and software engineers work with clients to scope, design and develop integrated 

solutions. A team of project managers, trainers and support personnel will then handhold 
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clients through the implementation and adoption phase. Dedicated account managers 

provide continuity of relationship and facilitate ongoing training, maintenance, upgrades 

and troubleshooting.  

Medtech has successfully demonstrated at local and national levels its ability to integrate 

systems in a safe, secure and reliable manner through a number of initiatives. Figure 1 

summarises the integration pathway offered by Medtech.  

 

 

 

Figure 1: Medtech Process for Implementing Integration Projects 

 

Medtech remains committed to providing the highest quality products and services to 

meet our clients’ demands as their trusted partner.  

Future developments 

Medtech is in the process of developing a streamlined and standards-based integration 

framework that simplifies the integration of third party software and applications with 

Medtech Evolution®, ManageMyHealth®, and ConnectedCare® solutions. This will help 

support New Zealand’s healthcare system to become better integrated across settings 

and enable seamless access to appropriate information for patients and providers. 
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Introduction to MedTech Integration Interfaces 
This document is aimed at facilitating Integration and Interoperability1 with Medtech PMS by 

detailing the integration framework that will support various 3rd party applications.  

It is intended as a reference for solutions architects, business analysts and technical team 

members involved in defining solutions to business in the health interoperability domain. 

 

The following sections cover the software functionalities and interfaces used to exchange 

information between Medtech Practice Management Systems (PMS) and external systems.  

Methods of Integration 

There are 3 levels of Integration layers available with Medtech PMS: 

Application 

Medtech has been a pioneer at delivering tools to external parties to supplement the functionality 

provided within our practice management systems. Originally delivered as a native (Windows) UI 

screen (Advanced forms), the forms approach has since evolved delivering a number of HTML 

based offerings (web form). Additional functionalities that also need to be supported in the 

background (non-form) such as web services are supported in this layer. Apart from forms, various 

external applications and links can be configured to be launched from Medtech PMS Toolbar 

using Dynamic Icons. 

Messaging 

Practice Management Systems use a variety of messaging services to exchange information 

with third parties. Messaging incorporates the majority of information exchanges in use today with 

asynchronous messaging utilising HL7 formats having a long history within the New Zealand health 

sector. 

                                                           
1Definition of Interoperability 
The HIMSS Board approved the following definition of interoperability on April 5, 2013: 
In healthcare, interoperability is the ability of different information technology systems and software applications to 
communicate, exchange data, and use the information that has been exchanged. Data exchange schema and standards should 
permit data to be shared across clinicians, lab, hospital, pharmacy, and patient regardless of the application or application 
vendor. Interoperability means the ability of health information systems to work together within and across organizational 
boundaries in order to advance the effective delivery of healthcare for individuals and communities. There are three levels of 
health information technology interoperability:  
1 - “Foundational” interoperability allows data exchange from one information technology system to be received by another 
and does not require the ability for the receiving information technology system to interpret the data. 
2 - “Structural” interoperability is an intermediate level that defines the structure or format of data exchange (i.e., the message 
format standards) where there is uniform movement of healthcare data from one system to another such that the clinical or 
operational purpose and meaning of the data is preserved and unaltered. Structural interoperability defines the syntax of the 
data exchange. It ensures that data exchanges between information technology systems can be interpreted at the data field 
level. 
3 - “Semantic” interoperability provides interoperability at the highest level, which is the ability of two or more systems or 
elements to exchange information and to use the information that has been exchanged.5 Semantic interoperability takes 
advantage of both the structuring of the data exchange and the codification of the data including vocabulary so that the 
receiving information technology systems can interpret the data. This level of interoperability supports the electronic exchange 
of patient summary information among caregivers and other authorized parties via potentially disparate electronic health 
record (EHR) systems and other systems to improve quality, safety, efficiency, and efficacy of healthcare delivery. 

http://www.himss.org/
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Database 

3rd party applications have the need to integrate with a Practice Management System database. 

One key integration requirement is the access to data so that the analysis and reporting based 

on that can be achieved externally. 

 

 

Figure 2: Diagram Representing Three Levels of Integration Layers 
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Application Integration 
There are 3 types of integration options available in the Application Integration layer: 

1) Form Based (explained in section 2.1) 

2) Non Form Based (explained in section 2.2) 

3) Dynamic Icons (explained in section 2.3) 

 

The Data Elements for the above have been grouped into Patient Centric, Provider Centric and 

System Centric data; refer to section 3.4. 

Application Integration currently supports Single Sign-On access; refer to section 2.5. 

Form Based 

These forms support Standards such as HISO 10014.2 etc. and are available as various types. 

Standards 

HISO 10014.2 

Medtech allows access to HISO concepts as defined under HISO 10014.2 through the DOM 

interface which is accessible by Advanced, Dynamic and External Web forms. This permits 

rich clinical data content to be exchanged with integration partners facilitating 

integration of value add solutions like decision support tools. 

DOM 

DOM is a data exchange mechanism provided by Medtech with a defined contract, 

facilitating rich data exchange. A document is available with API reference guide. 

Types of Forms 

Advanced Forms 

Advanced Forms use native components to present forms within Medtech PMS.  They utilise 

local publisher codes (L, MT) and are designed to run without interactions to external 

applications.  Advanced Forms have access to PMS data and functions to both read and 

to write data [DOM]. Deployment is completed by the Practice. These forms are typically 

developed by Practice staff or a few skilled third party providers.  

Features: 

 Native PMS UI integration 

 Can read / write data to the PMS 

 Support for PMS functions such as “add task” etc. 

Dynamic Forms (Dashboard) 

Dynamic Icons

Category Toolbar, Custom

Intended usage Launch forms, web link etc

FORM based Non-FORM based

DOM, HISO 10014.2 concepts Web service, HISO 10014.2

Dashboards, Decision Support systems Referral solutions
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For Practices that implement and enforce their workflow using dynamic forms. Dashboards 

are primarily used to enforce completeness of data [quality] and mostly utilise a ‘traffic 

light’ style design allowing clinicians to complete the patient record to the Practice 

standard easily. 

 

Features: 

 Dynamic Forms are suitable for Dashboard style forms 

 The form is created by a third party. Medtech provides definition for the form and 

publishers code to enable deployment in Medtech PMS 

 These forms are deployed as local forms through PMS patch updates 

 

External Web 

Overview 

Provider
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database

Embedded 
Browser

PMS client

Resolution Engine
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Content 
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Forms 
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Figure 2: Overview of External Web Forms Integration 

Description 

External Web forms are HTML forms served up in the PMS embedded Browser by a web 

server external to the Practice environment. They utilise the PMS DOM interface to 

read / write data to the PMS and to access predefined PMS functions. They also have 

access to a DOM method which allows for the direct execution of SQL queries against 

the Practice database. 

Features 

 Use of an embedded browser to access PMS data and functions 

 Can execute a SQL statement against the PMS database 

 Launch external web applications inside the embedded browser  

Web Forms 

Web Forms facilitate retrieval of rich clinical data through a SOAP-based web service 

interface. Data is abstracted through the use of HISO 10014.2 concepts. This interface has 

been extended for specific partners to include a number of unique functions – “add 

Invoice” and the introduction of specific data elements are recent examples. In order to 
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use Web Forms, prospective integration partners need to deploy a web service client at 

client sites which is considered a barrier by some. Due to these deployment complexities 

this option has gradually become less desirable and accordingly Medtech is not actively 

promoting the use of this. See Figure 3 for a breakdown of the forms integration 

environment. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3: Forms Integration Environment 
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Non Form Based 

Non Forms support standards such as HISO 10014.2 and Web Services as detailed below: 

Standards 

HISO 10014.2 

Medtech allows access to concepts as defined under HISO 10014.2 through the web forms 

interface. This in essence permits rich clinical data content to be exchanged with 

integration partners facilitating integration of value add solutions like referrals. 

Web Services 

Web service oriented integration options, REST- or SOAP based, are typical in the Medtech 

PMS space, and this is considered an area of continued focus. The complexity of 

integrations supported in this space varies widely and scale up to complex payloads 

transported over secured channels (X.509 security certificates).  

Functionality facilitated through web service integration varies from basic data retrieval to 

more complex solutions exposing clinically important functionality. 

The following web service oriented solutions are available or in progress: 

 eSAM 

 ePrescribing 

 NHI Search, Get, Add and Update 

 Patient Portal 

 ACC eSchedule 

Dynamic Icons 

Toolbar 

Healthcare personnel spend the majority of time working in the PMS and value efficiencies 

in this area as it markedly improves their daily routine. For example, personnel are able to 

load icons into the PMS and associate actions with icons which allows them to streamline 

frequently used activities primarily in the following areas 

 Launching a form 

 Launching a group of forms 

 Launch a website or application 

Custom 

In order to further promote efficiency gains and build on the above toolbar functionality, 

Medtech will engage with interested parties to implement custom requirements in this 

area. These could include launch of application or forms from specific functions within 

Medtech PMS 
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Data Elements 

Medtech allows key areas of the application to be accessible by 3rd parties for integration 

purposes.  

To further clarify, the integration areas are divided into: patient centric, provider centric and 

system centric data. In turn, the patient, provider and system centric data tables can be further 

segmented into Admin, Financial and Clinical related functionality. 

For each of the integration options of Form Based, Non-Form Based and Dynamic Icons, specific 

actions can be carried out under each of the functionalities available under the data elements.  

The following actions are applicable for Application Integration:- 

 Create  allows creation of data 

 Read   allows read only access to the data 

 Update  allows updating of existing data 

 Delete   allows deletion of existing data  

 Custom  a user defined action. Dynamic Icons and Form Based options  

allow custom actions to be defined for data elements. 

 

Single Sign-On  

Single Sign-On (SSO) is a session/ user authentication process that permits a user to enter one 

name and password in order to access multiple applications. This also involves context sharing of 

information from the underlying PMS. 

In Medtech PMS, Single Sign-On is available on External Web forms where it allows third party 

health vendors to integrate.  Such that external applications can authenticate to ConnectedCare 

Authentication framework and gain access from the PMS, and allow external users to access data 

without having to login into each application separately. 

The following benefits can be achieved by fully implementing this solution: 

 Standardise form access to PMS content 

 Simplify PMS content access 

 Simplified distribution of forms (deployment)  

 Confidentiality of clinical content 

 Regionalised deployment support 
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Figure 4: Single Sign-On Overview 
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Messaging Integration 
Asynchronous messaging option is used for communication between external systems integrated 

with Medtech Practice Management Systems. This is explained in detail under section 4.1. 

The messaging standards currently supported are HL7, CDA, Flat file and XML. 

The data elements for the messaging integration have been grouped into Patient Centric, 

Provider Centric and System Centric data. 

Asynchronous Messages 

Introduction 

For the purpose of this document asynchronous messaging will be defined as any message type 

where the transaction response (either receipt or application) is not delivered in real time. 

In an asynchronous messaging paradigm the sending application is responsible for verifying that 

the message has been acknowledged and, if not, conducting remedial actions to attempt 

delivery or to notify the custodian of the message about the non-delivery exception. 

Transmission Methods 

The majority of messages sent or received by Medtech applications use the HealthLink store and 

forward messaging service. Messages are placed in a file system folder denoting the message 

types, e.g. RSD02NZ for HL7 RSD messages. The store and forward service is then responsible for 

transporting the message to the end point associated to the EDI account specified in the 

message.  

Store and forward messaging has its origins in an environment where Practices used dialup 

modem connections to access external entities, and limited secure methods of exchanging 

information were available.  

In the current environment of readily available broadband connections and well supported 

secure methods of exchanging information, there are a number of services coming online that 

use a web service client server model to deliver asynchronous messaging. 

NOTE: Medtech PMS generates message acknowledgements when the message is successfully 

processed and saved into the inbox. 

Decomposition of message types 

The following diagram provides a breakdown of the current message types available via the 

asynchronous interface. 
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Figure 5: Decomposition of Asynchronous Messages 
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Figure 6: Asynchronous Messaging Context 
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Messaging Standards 

HL7 

Health Level-7 (HL7) refers to a set of international standards for transfer of clinical and 

administrative data between Hospital Information Systems. These standards focus on the 

application layer, which is "layer 7" in the OSI model. The HL7 standards are produced by 

Health Level Seven International, an international standards organisation, and are 

adopted by other standards issuing bodies such as American National Standards Institute 

and International Organisation for Standardisation. 

New Zealand has chosen to implement local variances to the international standard to 

support features such as document transfer within HL7 messages in version 2.4. 

HL7 2.3 

HL7 2.3 is used for the majority of Laboratory and Radiology results and basic referrals 

between health service providers, and accounts for the majority of HL7 messages. HL7 2.3 

has now been deprecated as a NZ standard. All new solutions should use HL7 2.4 or one 

of the HL7 3 XML based standards.  

The following messaging types make use of HL7 2.3: 

 Laboratory results (in) 

 Basic referrals (out) 

 Discharge Summaries (in) 

 Clinical Letters (in/out) 

 Age Sex Register (out) 

 Clinical Event Export (out) 

 GMS Claiming (out) 

 Maternity Claiming (out) 

 Immunisation Claiming (out) 

 Special Authorities (out) 

 NIR (out) 

HL7 2.4 

The New Zealand variation of the HL7 2.4 standard was released in 2007.  One of the key 

features in this version is the ability to include attachments within LAB and RSD messages. 

This feature has been utilised by a number of organisations to send clinical documents in 

PDF formats. 

The following messaging types make use of HL7 2.4: 

 Laboratory Ordering (out) 

 Referrals (out) 

 Discharge summaries (in) 

CDA 
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The HL7 Clinical Document Architecture (CDA) is a XML-based markup standard intended 

to specify the encoding, structure and semantics of clinical documents for exchange. 

CDA is an ANSI-certified standard from Health Level Seven (HL7.org). 

CDA is becoming the defacto approach to describing and exchanging new clinical 

document types, the following messages use CDA: 

 GP2GP 

 ePrescribing 

Note: NZ vendors (including Medtech) utilise the CDA toolkit to read and write CDA 

documents rather than creating the XML content directly. 

Custom Messaging 

Custom messaging may or may not be based on a standard but extended to cater for 

custom functionality. It is mostly applicable for bespoke solutions. 

XML 

XML is emerging as the format of choice for exchanging information between solutions. A 

number of document templates based on XML have been implemented in the Health 

Sector. 

Some examples of customised XML formats used to exchange information between 

Medtech PMS and other applications, include: 

 AF XML 

 ACC45 XML 

 PRIMHD 

 HealthDoc 
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Flat File 

The flat file is the original message format used to send laboratory results, the majority of 

laboratories have since transitioned to HL7 2.3. The flat file format should be considered 

deprecated and not promoted for use in new solutions 

Solutions currently using the Flat File format are: 

 ACC Claiming (out) 

 Old laboratory solutions (out) 

Data Elements 

The Messaging Data are grouped into patient centric, provider centric and system centric data. 

In turn the patient, provider and system centric data table can be further segmented into admin, 

financial and clinical related functionality. 

For each of the Messaging Standards of HL7, CDA, Flat File and XML specific actions can be 

carried out under each of the functionalities available under the Data Elements.  

For Messaging Integration these actions are as follows:- 

 Create   – allows creation of data 

 Read   – allows read only access to the data 

 Update  – allows updating of existing data 

 Export   – allows export of data out of Medtech PMS 

 Import   – allows Import of data into Medtech PMS 

 Process Acknowledge – allows acknowledgement of data exported or imported. 

Data elements are classified as patient centric, provider centric and system centric and can be 

grouped under categories such as:  

 Lab Results 

 Referrals 

 HealthDoc and HealthPac related data 

 GP2GP 

 Admin and Financial data 

 ACC forms  

 Immunisation records  

 Special Authority forms and so on.  

A concise and clear representation of the above is depicted in the following tables:  
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Patient Centric 

 

Provider Centric 
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System Centric 
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Database Integration 
In special cases, 3rd party applications have the need to directly integrate with Medtech PMS 

database. One of the integration needs is the access to data for analysis and reporting based on 

that which can be achieved externally (ETL).  

For example: Access to clinical data by 3rd party application for support of value add aggregation 

oriented analysis and reporting, is becoming more commonplace as this  provides a BI oriented 

view of operations and data quality. In support of the aforementioned ETL oriented background 

process/ service, access to raw data outside of operational hours are permitted by certified 

partners. Medtech has already invested significant effort in establishing a query foundation 

supporting this process. Moreover, several hundred complex SQLs are already written based on 

Medtech PMS or other PMS systems which need to be reused as much as possible. 

Approach 

Facilitating integration with Medtech PMS by promoting reusability, reliability, security, 

performance and agility for certified partners. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Security
Dedicated user account for each 3rd party application

User account will have READONLY access

User account will have access only to select tables that is required for integration (e.g. System tables,

Internal tables will not be accessible)

SQLs will be allowed to execute only through a Stored Procedure provided for Integration.

Profiling of the SQLs executed will be done as part of audit

SQLs will be allowed to run only during non-operational hours

Reusability, Reliability & Performance
Data model will be provided for better understanding 

(only externally accessible tables will be included)

Data dictionary will be provided for easy conversion from MT32 SQLs to Evolution SQLs

Every SQL executed against the database need to be certified by Medtech (this improves reliability)

Every change to the data model will be published in advance to the 3rd Party

Versioning support will be provided such that the 3rd party can execute the SQLs based on the

Evolution Release version

Certified SQLs will be reviewed by Medtech for Performance (any Index needed will be created by

Medtech)

Dedicated environment for each 3rd party application integration testing and certification

Dedicated team for Integration to take request, clarify questions, support technical and functional

issues
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Other Areas of Integration 
While not covered in detail within this document, there are a number of other integration points 

within Medtech. The following list outlines integration points of note: 

SMS Integration  

Medtech provides a SMS gateway allowing Medtech PMS to send SMS messages to patients either 

manually or in response to automated events such as appointment reminders. Practices can opt-

in to enable receipt of SMS replies from patients into the PMS. 

Fax Integration 

PMS solutions are able to send information directly via fax as well as the ability to scan faxes 

against the patient’s clinical record. 

EFTPOS Integration 

Invoice payments can be taken via an EFTPOS pin pad which is directly interfaced with the PMS 

via a USB port. 
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Technical Overview 
The integration layers in this document have varying technical dependencies and operation 

models. 

 

Form and non-form based application integrations require patient context as the actions allowed 

in this space are primarily patient oriented. In direct contrast, messaging and database integration 

do not operate in the context of a patient as they operate in the background.   

Operation model applicable to each of the integration layers (in varying degrees) can be 

summarised as follows: 

 

Security 

Access to solutions implemented on the different integration layers can additionally be managed 

through the following security mechanisms 

o Basic Authentication 

o Security Certificates 

o Active Directory 

o Single Sign-On 

o Context Sharing 

Architecture Style/Communication Type 

Integration layers specified could be exposed in a number of different ways: 

o REST – JSON and XML formats are supported 

o SOAP – Standard web services implementation 

o DOM  – available in the Application layer forms based solutions only 

o File – Integration performed via files in designated folders 

o Service oriented – background window services form the core of this integration 

Communication patterns 

Data exchange for solutions built on the integration layers can be facilitated as follows:  

o Polling – basic approach that queries at regular intervals 

o Push – data / notifications forwarded as it becomes available 

o Publisher / Subscriber 

o Scheduler control – data exchanged at set interval 

o Callbacks – URL is passed to client to indicate communication point to respond to 

Options 

Integration could leverage existing basic functionality provided by the PMS implementation 

o Auditing – all data changes are audited 

o Metrics – providing information on data exchange speed 

o Logging – log significant events during integration process 
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Abbreviations and Terminology 

Abbreviation Definition 

ACC Accident Compensation Corporation 

PMS Practice Management System 

HIMSS Healthcare Information and Management Systems Society 

EHR Electronic Health Record 

HL7 Health Level 7 

HISO Health Information Standards Organisation 

DOM Document Object Model 

UI User Interface 

XML Extensible Markup Language 

SOAP Simple Object Access Protocol 

REST Representational State Transfer 

JSON JavaScript Object Notation 

HTML Hypertext Markup Language 

SQL Structured Query Language 

NHI National Health Index 

HTTP Hypertext Transfer Protocol  

CDA Clinical Document Architecture 

RSD Referrals, Status and Discharges  

RIS Radiology Information System 

LIS Laboratory Information System 

PAS Patient Administration System 

CDR Clinical Data Repository 

ETL Extract, Transform and Load  

SMS Short Message Service 

SSO Single Sign On 

  


